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IntroductionIntroduction

• Brand Finance asked to review cost attribution 
methodologies of the top four categories of marketing & 
sales costs in 2001/02 regulatory financial statements
• Publicity costs – Consumer

• Publicity costs – Business

• Sales Support/ Call centre - Major Business Channel

• Sales force costs - SME channel

• Represented 66% of total marketing & sales 
expenditure attributed to BT-OLO NTS call products 
(hereafter referred to as ‘NTS calls’)
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IntroductionIntroduction

• Separately, Ofcom also asked that we give an opinion 
on the existence of ‘externalities’ associated with BT’s 
marketing activities
– The externalities review is outside the scope of the cost 

attribution review but is relevant from a cost recovery 
perspective
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ApproachApproach
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Guiding principlesGuiding principles

• Cost attribution must comply with BT’s own Regulatory 
Accounting Principles (‘RAP’s’)

• There are 8 principles in total but the most important for 
this review was RAP 3, the ‘Principle of Cost Causality’

• The identification of cost causality is a necessary 
precondition for assessing what might be an 
appropriate cost attribution methodology

• If no cost causality is considered to exist then there 
should be no cost attributed
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Principle of Cost CausalityPrinciple of Cost Causality

The principle of cost causality requires costs (revenues, 
assets and liabilities) to be attributed to products or 
components in a way that reflects the way that products 
cause or drive the costs to be incurred (or revenues to be 
earned or assets to be acquired or liabilities to be incurred)

Product Activity Cost

‘Cost Causality flow…’
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Cost causality and publicity costsCost causality and publicity costs

A key issue to be resolved, therefore, was whether NTS 
calls were in any way causing or driving BT’s marketing & 
sales costs, and in particular, its publicity costs

BT 
Publicity 

Cost

BT-OLO 
NTS

BT
Publicity

‘Cost Causality flow…?’
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Stages of the reviewStages of the review

1 Assess the existence or otherwise of a cost causal link 
between NTS calls and the activities undertaken by the 
relevant cost centre

2 Where a cost causal link is identified, assess the 
strength of the link

3 Review existing and potential alternative attribution 
methodologies and assess which best reflects the 
nature of the cost causality (and hence best reflects 
BT's RAP’s)
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WorkstreamsWorkstreams

• Review activities undertaken by cost centre

• Review campaign documentation or other evidence to 
determine existence of cost causality
– Campaign business cases and “closure reports”

– Communications briefs

– Creative briefs

– Creative material

• Meetings with BT

• Meeting with OLO’s/ Service Providers

• Review cost attribution excel calculations
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Summary of findings:Summary of findings:

Publicity costsPublicity costs
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Activities undertaken by BTActivities undertaken by BT

• Design, planning, implementation, liaison with external 
agencies

• Types of marketing:

• Mass media advertising

• Direct marketing (significant business publicity cost)

• PR

• Exhibitions and seminars (significant business publicity cost)

• Sponsorship

• Market research

• A significant proportion of total costs related to mass 
media advertising
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Review of cost causality Review of cost causality -- direct/ indirect causalitydirect/ indirect causality

• Much of BT’s publicity is non-product specific.  As a 
result, it was necessary to define cost causality in two 
ways:
• Direct cost causality

• Indirect cost causality

• Direct cost causality demonstrated by:
• Explicit references to NTS calls

• Revenue, margin or volume targets for NTS calls

• Other (non-financial) product specific objectives in business cases 
or communications briefs

• Objectives clearly reflected in actual creative material finally
produced
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Direct cost causality unlikely to existDirect cost causality unlikely to exist

• A high proportion of the BT’s publicity material reviewed 
aimed to promote BT or telephone and internet use in 
general
• Communicates general concepts such as Value for Money or 

brand positioning

• No specific mention of individual products
• In such cases, it is not possible to conclude that direct 

cost causality exists for individual products which would 
mean that BT’s publicity costs would not be attributed 
anywhere in its regulatory accounts - a perverse result

• The generic nature of BT’s publicity resulted in the need 
to develop the concept of indirect or implicit cost 
causality
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Indirect or implicit cost causalityIndirect or implicit cost causality

• Exists between a product and publicity costs where, 
despite no explicit references to that product in 
campaign material (no direct cost causality), it can, 
nevertheless, be reasonably inferred that the advertising 
campaign was intended to benefit the product in 
question (Brand Finance definition)

• An intention to benefit a product in the case of a profit 
maximising company such as BT, can be inferred if:

1 The nature of the advertising is such that it 
encompasses the product in question

2 The product is profitable for BT
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Does BT publicity encompass NTS calls?Does BT publicity encompass NTS calls?

• It could be argued that BT publicity promotes BT products 
and that there is no intention, explicit or implicit, to 
stimulate NTS calls

• BUT - some of BT’s publicity, in particular consumer 
publicity, is focussed on promotion of broad “Value for 
Money” concepts and stimulating use of the telephone 
and internet in general

• BT cannot control the types of calls its customers make 
and produces publicity aimed at overall customer number 
maximisation and customer call volume maximisation

• To the extent that this is successful, this will result in 
additional calls being made across the full product set 
including NTS calls
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The product should be profitable for BTThe product should be profitable for BT

• Provided that the product is profitable (produces a 
positive contribution towards BT’s fixed overhead cost) 
then it is not unreasonable to assume that there is some 
incentive for BT to boost the call volumes of this product

• If so it is possible to infer that BT did intend to promote 
such calls, even if this is not explicitly stated anywhere, 
and that to a greater or lesser extent such products 
cause or drive publicity activity
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Strength/ weakness of indirect cost causalityStrength/ weakness of indirect cost causality

• Using this logic, a more profitable product for BT would 
have a greater influence in causing or driving campaign 
costs to be incurred

• We believe it is reasonable to infer that, if BT had 
explicitly recorded its intended revenue and margin 
campaign objectives for each product, its intention 
would have been to increase volumes and revenues on 
its more profitable products in preference to its less 
profitable ones

• These higher margin products therefore have a stronger 
cost causal link to publicity costs than lower margin 
products

• NTS calls are very low margin for BT
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Cost causality conclusionsCost causality conclusions

• Where the objective of BT’s publicity campaigns is to 
increase or maximise volumes, either via customer 
acquisition/ retention or call stimulation, and those 
customers can be shown to use or be expected to make 
NTS calls, then some level of indirect or implicit cost 
causality exists

• Due to the fact that NTS calls are low margin for BT, we 
conclude that they must only be a very weak driver of 
campaign activity when compared with a number of 
other products which are more profitable to BT and that 
this should be reflected in the cost attribution 
methodology used
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Internet/ voice: influence on cost causalityInternet/ voice: influence on cost causality

• One final consideration is that approximately 90% of all 
NTS call volumes are internet calls

• Where a campaign appears to be very voice-oriented, 
rather than voice and internet or internet only, then the 
likely cost causal link to NTS calls will be to NTS voice 
calls rather than internet calls

• Given that NTS voice calls only represent approximately 
10% of total volumes, on which BT makes only low 
profits, then the extent of any cost causal link in the 
case of these voice-oriented campaigns will be very 
weak indeed
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Summary of findings for 2001/02 consumer publicity Summary of findings for 2001/02 consumer publicity 

• Having reviewed numerous individual campaigns, to simplify the 
analysis Brand Finance characterised them into 5 broad categories 
and our overall findings for each are as follows:

Campaign category
Direct Cost 
Causality

Indirect Cost 
Causality

Strength of cost 
causal link

General promotion of the BT brand No Yes Weak

Campaigns that potentially address a 
range of products No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Customer research/ surveys No Yes
Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Reseller and reconnection 
campaigns No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Promotion of specific services that 
are highly focused on one product Yes n/a

Strong: full cost 
attribution
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Consumer CampaignsConsumer Campaigns

General promotion of the BT General promotion of the BT 
brandbrand
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Weak indirect cost causalityWeak indirect cost causality

Campaign category
Direct Cost 
Causality

Indirect Cost 
Causality

Strength of cost 
causal link

General promotion of the BT brand No Yes Weak

Campaigns that potentially address a 
range of products No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Customer research/ surveys No Yes
Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Reseller and reconnection 
campaigns No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Promotion of specific services that 
are highly focused on one product Yes n/a

Strong: full cost 
attribution
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TV & Press TV & Press -- The Stadium campaignThe Stadium campaign

• Ads of this kind promote the 
BT brand generally in both 
voice and internet spaces

• They are indirectly cost causal 
because they promote general 
call activity among BT 
customers without identifying 
specific products

• We agree that there is a ‘weak’ 
cost causal link with NTS calls 
but cost attribution should be 
modest
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TV TV -- ‘More than a ‘More than a telcotelco’’

• This ad promotes the BT brand 
generally by showing 
technological capability in the 
video call market

• Communication via BT to 
make life easier

• They are indirectly cost causal 
because they promote general 
call activity among BT 
customers for all types of 
product

• We therefore assume a ‘weak’ 
cost causal link to NTS calls 
and costs are attributed to NTS 
calls accordingly

• ‘Bringing people together’

• Deaf Talent-spotting
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Consumer CampaignsConsumer Campaigns

Promoting call packagesPromoting call packages
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Cost causality too weak to warrant any cost attributionCost causality too weak to warrant any cost attribution

Campaign category
Direct Cost 
Causality

Indirect Cost 
Causality

Strength of cost 
causal link

General promotion of the BT brand No Yes Weak

Campaigns that potentially address a 
range of products No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Customer research/ surveys No Yes
Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Reseller and reconnection 
campaigns No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Promotion of specific services that 
are highly focused on one product Yes n/a

Strong: full cost 
attribution
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TV TV -- ‘BT bringing people together’‘BT bringing people together’

• Ads of this kind promote the 
BT brand generally in the voice 
call market

• They are indirectly cost causal 
because they promote general 
voice call activity without 
identifying specific products

• Only 10% of all NTS calls are 
voice related 

• We therefore assume that the 
cost causal link to NTS calls is 
too low to merit a cost 
attribution of this activity to 
NTS calls

• ‘BT bringing people together’ 

• Various ads targetting different 
user groups.  

• Father and Baby

• Indian Mother etc

• Accompanied by special 
bundled price offers  
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Press Press -- ‘BT bringing people together’‘BT bringing people together’
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Press Press -- ‘BT bringing people together’‘BT bringing people together’
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Press Press -- ‘BT bringing people together’‘BT bringing people together’
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Press Press -- ‘BT bringing people together’‘BT bringing people together’
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Promoting call packagesPromoting call packages

• Objectives of customer acquisition and call stimulation 
achieved via promotion of BT as good ‘Value for Money’ 
and ‘softening up’ customers through unlimited call 
packages

• BUT, in respect of NTS calls:
• Talk Together adverts specifically excluded calls to certain NTS

numbers (0800, 0845), including internet calls

• Promotion of good Value for Money cannot apply where there is 
no Value for Money proposition on internet calls

• Adverts very voice oriented

• We therefore conclude that any cost causal link is likely 
to be too indirect or weak to warrant any cost attribution
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Consumer CampaignsConsumer Campaigns

Research SurveysResearch Surveys
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Cost causality too weak to warrant any cost attributionCost causality too weak to warrant any cost attribution

Campaign category
Direct Cost 
Causality

Indirect Cost 
Causality

Strength of cost 
causal link

General promotion of the BT brand No Yes Weak

Campaigns that potentially address a 
range of products No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Customer research/ surveys No Yes
Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Reseller and reconnection 
campaigns No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Promotion of specific services that 
are highly focused on one product Yes n/a

Strong: full cost 
attribution
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Customer research/ surveysCustomer research/ surveys

• The survey questions were divided into the following 
sections:
• Your satisfaction as a BT customer
• You and your home telephone
• You and the Internet
• You and your mobile phone
• You and your TV
• You and the future
• Other information

• Only two sections of the survey relate to the use of the 
telephone or the internet
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Survey exampleSurvey example
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Customer research/ surveysCustomer research/ surveys

• The ultimate goal of market research is to provide data 
to enable more effective publicity campaigns

• The objectives of research are therefore the same as 
the campaigns it supports

• Cost causality conclusions should therefore match 
those of the publicity campaigns
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Customer research/ surveysCustomer research/ surveys

• However:
– Only part of the survey relates to areas relevant to NTS calls

– It cannot be predicted what types of campaign the survey would 
support

– From the campaign documentation reviewed it seems 
reasonable to assume that only a small proportion of such 
campaigns would be sufficiently voice AND internet oriented to 
justify any cost attribution

• We therefore conclude that any cost causal link is likely 
to be too indirect or weak to warrant any cost attribution
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Consumer CampaignsConsumer Campaigns

Reseller/ ReconnectionReseller/ Reconnection
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Cost causality too weak to warrant any cost attributionCost causality too weak to warrant any cost attribution

Campaign category
Direct Cost 
Causality

Indirect Cost 
Causality

Strength of cost 
causal link

General promotion of the BT brand No Yes Weak

Campaigns that potentially address a 
range of products No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Customer research/ surveys No Yes
Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Reseller and reconnection 
campaigns No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Promotion of specific services that 
are highly focused on one product Yes n/a

Strong: full cost 
attribution
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Reseller Reseller -- Direct MailDirect Mail
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Reconnection Reconnection -- National PressNational Press
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Reseller and reconnection campaignsReseller and reconnection campaigns

• Promote BT as a ‘Value for Money’ telco by comparing 
tariffs with resellers and cable operators

• Objectives are customer acquisition/ retention and call 
stimulation (which could include NTS calls)

• We therefore conclude that some indirect or implicit 
cost causal link exists between these campaigns and 
NTS calls

• However, the campaigns were again oriented towards 
voice call products and therefore the cost causal link is 
considered to be too indirect or weak to warrant any 
cost attribution
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Promotion of specific services

Campaign category
Direct Cost 
Causality

Indirect Cost 
Causality

Strength of cost 
causal link

General promotion of the BT brand No Yes Weak

Campaigns that potentially address a 
range of products No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Customer research/ surveys No Yes
Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Reseller and reconnection 
campaigns No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution

Promotion of specific services that 
are highly focused on one product Yes n/a

Strong: full cost 
attribution

Promotion of specific services

E.g. “Surftime” - Product 340 BUT no promotions of BT-
OLO call products in year of review!
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Business CampaignsBusiness Campaigns

Promotion of the new Promotion of the new 
positioning of the BT brandpositioning of the BT brand
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Promotion of new positioning of the BT brand Promotion of new positioning of the BT brand 

Campaign category
Direct Cost 
Causality

Indirect Cost 
Causality

Strength of cost 
causal link

General promotion of the new 
positioning of the BT brand for 
businesses No No n/a

Promotion of the BT brand for 
businesses linked to promotion of a 
particular BT service No No n/a

Market research No No n/a

Promotion of specific services or a 
range of services No No n/a

Sales incentive programmes for sales 
staff No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution
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TV TV -- ‘BT Business.  Connections that get results’‘BT Business.  Connections that get results’

• ‘Connections that get results’
• Motivational guru

• Primal scream
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Press Press -- ‘You Can’ campaign‘You Can’ campaign
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Press Press -- ‘BT Business. Connections that get results’‘BT Business. Connections that get results’
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Connections that get results Connections that get results -- videoconferencingvideoconferencing
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Promotion of new positioning of the BT brandPromotion of new positioning of the BT brand

• Publicity promoted new positioning for BT amongst 
businesses (SME and Major Business channels)

• Objectives were:
• Position BT as an “enabler”
• Not just a telephone company but an “ICT” (Information 

Communications Technology) provider
• A partner for business, a “one stop shop” for all communications

and web-based solutions

• Question: Is it reasonable to state that NTS calls were, to 
a greater or lesser degree, causing or driving campaign 
costs of this kind?
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We don’t think soWe don’t think so

• The campaign documentation and creative material 
does not suggest that an objective of the publicity was 
maximisation or stimulation of call volumes (voice or 
internet), of which NTS calls may be a part

• Campaigns promoted new services (e.g. end-to-end 
solutions, systems integration, secure networks, web-
enablement, video-conferencing) which businesses may 
not have been aware were available from BT 

• We therefore conclude that no cost causal link exists 
between these publicity campaigns and NTS calls
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Other campaign categoriesOther campaign categories

Campaign category
Direct Cost 
Causality

Indirect Cost 
Causality

Strength of cost 
causal link

General promotion of the new 
positioning of the BT brand for 
businesses No No n/a

Promotion of the BT brand for 
businesses linked to promotion of a 
particular BT service No No n/a

Market research No No n/a

Promotion of specific services or a 
range of services No No n/a

Sales incentive programmes for sales 
staff No Yes

Too weak to warrant 
any cost attribution
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Other campaign categoriesOther campaign categories

• Market research:
– Major piece of market research was an attitudinal survey for 

SME’s and Major Businesses

– Market research assumed to be undertaken to support existing 
publicity

– Therefore appropriate to arrive at the same conclusion for 
research as for the campaigns themselves (same objectives)

• Promotion of specific services or a range of services
– Major campaign was a ‘BT Communications Catalogue’ aimed 

at driving sales of equipment to smaller end of SME market

– Not relevant to NTS calls and therefore no cost causality
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Other campaign categoriesOther campaign categories

• Sales incentive programme:
– Major cost included prestige travel awards for most 

successful salesmen

– Sales staff revenue and contract value targets could be 
achieved through selling any products within the BT range, 
including, which would include NTS calls

– We therefore accept that there is an indirect or implicit cost 
causal link between NTS calls and this type of ‘campaign’ 
cost

– Our view is that the link is too weak to warrant any cost 
attribution, however, due to the fact that the focus of the 
salesmen’s activity is likely to be in line with BT’s business 
advertising
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Sales Support Sales Support -- Major Major 
Business channelBusiness channel
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Sales support Sales support -- Major Business channelMajor Business channel

• Call centre staff handling orders or change requests

• Direct cost causality with products

• Cost attribution based on activity surveys conducted by 
BT

• Brand Finance recommends no change
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SME sales forceSME sales force
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SME sales forceSME sales force

• Desk and field sales staff and admin support

• Targets assumed not to be set at individual product 
level, hence no direct cost causality

• It is likely that sales force will focus in the same areas 
as BT’s business publicity such that the same cost 
causality conclusions would apply

• Insufficient insight into the activities of the sales force 
could be obtained from BT to conclude no indirect or 
implicit cost causality exists

• However, we expect that any cost causality would be 
too weak to warrant any cost attribution to BT-OLO 
NTS call products
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Review of alternative cost Review of alternative cost 
attribution methodologiesattribution methodologies
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Review of cost attribution methodologiesReview of cost attribution methodologies

• Cost attribution methodology used should best reflect 
BT’s RAPs and strength of cost causal link considered to 
exist

• Six options considered:
• Up-front agreement between BT and OLOs

• Volumes

• Margins

• Revenues resulting from BT advertising (i.e. what percentage of 
revenues earned can be attributed to BT as opposed to OLO/ 
Service Provider marketing)

• Net revenues retained by BT (after out-payments to OLOs)

• Gross (billed) revenues (existing approach)
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Upfront agreement between BT and Upfront agreement between BT and OLOsOLOs

• Pros:
• A direct cost causal link between NTS calls and BT’s publicity 

costs would be achieved were BT and the OLOs to agree in 
advance of every campaign the amount of the campaign costs 
to be borne by NTS calls

• Cons:
• Unlikely to be practical or workable
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VolumesVolumes

• Pros:
• Help limit the seemingly unfair allocation of BT publicity costs to 

high value products, such as PRS calls, which do not appear to 
drive marketing costs in the same proportion to which they 
currently bear the costs

• Cons:
• The relative differences in volumes between products are 

unlikely to best reflect the relative differences in strength of the 
cost causal link between each product and BT’s marketing 
activity

• This is due to the fact that the relative differences in volumes
between products differ substantially from the relative 
differences in profits earned by BT
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MarginsMargins

• Pros:
• Likely to better reflect the relative differences in the strength in 

cost causal links between products and BT’s marketing activity

• Cons:
• Numerous ways of measuring margin which could produce quite 

significantly different results

• Calculation of margins is open to the exercise of professional 
judgement (less objective than revenues)

• Ignores product life-cycle issues where unprofitable product is 
marketed heavily in early stages of life-cycle

• Results in no cost attribution to line rentals (a loss-leading 
product), ignoring the fact that it is critical to BT to sell line rentals 
in order to enable it to sell its other profitable products - in this 
case cost attribution would not reflect cost causality
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Revenues driven by BT advertisingRevenues driven by BT advertising

• Using econometric analysis to enable the proportion of 
total revenues resulting from BT advertising to be 
determined

• Pros:
• ‘Fair’

• Assuming analysis shows a low proportion of revenue resulting 
from BT publicity then likely to better reflect actual strength of cost 
causal link that current approach

• Cons:
• Potentially costly and time consuming

• Particularly if ‘below the line’ data was gathered for a complete 
picture of the marketing environment (which would likely be 
necessary)
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Net revenues to BTNet revenues to BT

• i.e. Those NTS revenues which BT retains after making 
whatever out-payments are required to the OLOs

• Pros:
• Better reflects strength of the cost causal link between NTS calls 

and BT’s marketing activity than billed revenues

• “Apples with apples” comparison across the product set (for other 
products revenues billed by BT = revenues retained by BT)

• Would not require significant adjustment to current calculations

• Cons:
• Some circularity in the process by which the cost attributed is 

calculated (net revenues used to calculate NTS Retail Uplift, 
which in turn is an element of the net revenues figure)

• This can be resolved in a number of ways which will not materially 
impact the outcome
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Attribution methodology conclusionAttribution methodology conclusion

• We therefore recommend ‘Net Revenues to BT’ be used 
to attribute marketing and sales costs to BT-OLO NTS 
call products
– Practical

– Easy to transition to

– Objective

– Avoids complications of margin approach (conceptually our 
preferred approach)
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ExternalitiesExternalities
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ExternalitiesExternalities

• An additional piece of work outside of the scope of the 
main review of cost attribution

• Brand Finance was asked to consider the impact of 
Oftcom’s ‘Principles of Cost Recovery’, specifically the 
principle of ‘Distribution of Benefits’, which states:

• ‘Costs should be recovered from the beneficiaries 
especially where there are externalities’
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ExternalitiesExternalities

• The ‘externalities’ argument had been raised as 
possible justification for cost recovery from OLOs of a 
proportion of BT’s publicity costs

• The question was therefore whether BT’s advertising 
resulted in additional NTS volumes and revenues, 
which benefited OLOs

• (Brand Finance was not specifically asked to comment 
on whether BT benefited from OLO advertising)
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Externalities discussionExternalities discussion

• In our opinion, NTS call volume is primarily driven by 
two factors:
– OLO/ Service Provider marketing

– Functional need

• In the case of PRS calls, such as chat lines, call 
volumes are largely driven by OLO/ Service Provider 
marketing 

• In the case of functional services, such as train 
timetable information provision or internet access, 
demand is largely driven by the requirement for that 
service
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Externalities discussionExternalities discussion

• Our opinion is that the above two factors are 
responsible for driving the majority of NTS call volumes

• BT’s publicity campaigns, being more general in nature, 
will not stimulate volumes to the same extent as 
specific, targeted, publicity campaigns from OLOs/ 
Service Providers

• BT was not able to provide market research evidence to 
support its claims that its advertising would stimulate 
NTS calls specifically

• Brand Finance was able to review Service Provider 
research which demonstrated a strong take-up of 
services after specific Service Provider campaigns
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Externalities conclusionExternalities conclusion

• OLOs/ Service Providers will benefit to a limited extent 
from some of BT’s consumer publicity campaigns, i.e. 
‘externalities’ do exist in some instances

• However, considering the much greater impact on call 
volumes likely to exist as a result of the other drivers 
previously discussed, we consider these benefits to be 
very small

• The fact that OLO/ Service Provider advertising is a 
major driver of NTS calls also raises the question of 
whether there is a 'reverse' externality operating.  i.e. 
The call stimulation effects of the highly specific OLO/ 
Service Provider advertising are such that Ofcom should 
be considering whether BT is benefiting from an (OLO 
paid for) externality!!
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Contact detailsContact details::
David Haigh

Chief Executive 
Brand Finance plc

8 Oak Lane
Twickenham

TW1 3PA  UK

Tel: +44 (0) 20 8607 0300 
Fax: +44 (0) 20 8607 0301 

d.haigh@brandfinance.com

www.brandfinance.com
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RAP 3RAP 3

“Revenue (including transfer charges), costs (including transfer charges), 
assets and liabilities shall be attributed to cost components, services and 
businesses or disaggregated businesses in accordance with the 
activities which cause the revenues to be earned or costs to be incurred 
or the assets to be acquired or liabilities to be incurred.

Where it is not possible to attribute revenues, costs, assets and liabilities 
in accordance with the preceding paragraph, the attribution shall be such 
as to present fairly the revenues, costs, assets and liabilities accounted 
for in the Financial Statement for each Business as disaggregated, and 
to present fairly a comparison between the Businesses as 
disaggregated.”
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